CHAPTER V
CONCLUSION AND RECOMMENDATION

This chapter presents conclusion and recommendation. The conclusion is the results of this research which are discussed in previous chapter and the recommendations related to the development of English material for 10th grade at SMK YPI Darussalam 1 Cerme.

5.1 Conclusion

According to the result of this study, the researcher concluded that English material at SMK YPI Darussalam 1 Cerme – Gresik needed English material. The researcher found that the material needed by the students were the information about material of computer and internet networking engineering.

The result of developing English material the researcher has already passed step in developing the material; need analysis, developing, expert validation, try out, revision, and final product.

In developing the English material, the researcher used the contextual based as the approach and more explanation more exercise as the strategy. Contextual based and more explanation more exercise means that the English material of computer and internet networking emphasized on the practice rather than theory because computer and internet networking supported by the understanding of when their getting job after graduated. Based finding of the students needed the researcher then divided the English material into five chapters; “Hardware”, “Software”, BIOS set up”, “Peripheral Computer” and the fifth is “Safety Work of Computers’ programmer”.
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Those chapters covered all the need of students. The first chapter covered the information about will give the kind of hardware component of computer. The second chapter covered the information about kind’s software component of computer. The third chapter covered the information about updating BIOS and component of BIOS. The fourth chapter covered the information about device connects to a computer system to add functionality. Examples are a mouse, keyboard, monitor, printer and scanner. The fifth chapter covered the information about the information about the safety during use computer.

In the step of expert validation, the researcher got suggestion to correct some grammatical errors in English material, bigger font and picture in chapter 1 and added reading text in chapter 2. Meanwhile in try out step, the researcher got some participant suggestion pictures in English material is more bigger but most of them did not gave suggestion to correct some errors or revise any parts in English module because the participants said that the English material was good, clear and easy to be understood by them.

5.2 Recommendation

From the result of developing English material of this study, the writer gives a recommendation to the students in SMK YPI Darussalam 1 Cerme – Gresik, English teacher, and the next researcher.

For the students at SMK YPI Darussalam 1 Cerme – Gresik, this English material can be used a guideline to learn all about Computer and Internet Networking especially the ten grades. This English material provides some material information
and all of about Computer and Internet Networking and exercises are included as well. And for the students can be added to knowledge when graduated.

For the English teacher, this English material can be used in teaching and introducing Computer and Internet Networking. This English material can help the English teacher to arrange the exercise.

For the next researcher, it is better for the next researcher to give more explanation and example. The next researcher can give the motivation of participant as much as she or he can. By doing so, the students can have more mention to be chosen and then practice with their friends. Moreover it will be much better for the researcher to provide that information in the future study of developing English material.